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The Nation That Never Was

Red Leviathan

Kermit Roosevelt III

Ryan Tucker Jones

“Astute textual analysis, careful historical
research, and a deep commitment to social
justice make this an inspiring reexamination of
America’s past.”—Publishers Weekly

“American environmentalists are inclined to
see the United States’ Cold War opponent as a
villain. Telling the story of the Soviet role in
modern whaling, Jones complicates this perspective by acknowledging the Soviets’ disproportionate impact while also looking beyond it.
. . . From the first attempts at whaling in Peter’s
Russia to the protest era and pushback against
whaling by Greenpeace and the Sea Shepherds,
Red Leviathan combines thorough research and
great storytelling to fill a necessary gap in the
history of global whaling.”—Jakobina K. Arch,
Whitman College, author of Bringing Whales
Ashore: Oceans and the Environment of Early
Modern Japan

Reconstructing America’s Story

“Roosevelt proposes that we . . . attempt a
national enterprise to atone for our original sin
through targeted investment in Black and other
marginalized communities, which ‘offers the
possibility of a real transformation.’ . . . [The
book is] a novel way of reading our founding
documents and revising them as both law- and
nation-building myths.”—Kirkus
2022 256 p. 6 x 9
1 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81761-3 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50

The Education of Betsey
Stockton
An Odyssey of Slavery and Freedom
Gregory Nobles

“Nobles’ biography of Betsey Stockton returns
to us an astonishing heroine of early America.
Born into slavery in New Jersey, Stockton gains
freedom, literacy, and a new life as a Christian
missionary and teacher in Hawai’i before her
return to eastern North America as a teacher
and, in Princeton, a founder of the town’s First
Presbyterian Church of Color and a pillar of
the community. Nobles’s page-turning narrative greatly expands our understanding of the
‘freedom dreams’ of African Americans in the
pre-Civil War United States.”
—Leslie M. Harris, author of In the Shadow
of Slavery: African Americans in New York City,
1626-1863
2022 288 p. 6 x 9 10 halftones
2 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-69772-7 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50

The Secret History of Soviet Whaling

2022 304 p. 6 x 9 30 halftones
3 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-62885-1 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Foxconned

Imaginary Jobs, Bulldozed Homes, and the
Sacking of Local Government
Lawrence Tabak

“Journalist Tabak offers a stark cautionary tale
of the murky practices, questionable economics,
and political wheeling and dealing done in the
name of economic development and job creation
by manufacturing giant Foxconn. . . . Economic
concepts are accessible and eye-opening in
Tabak’s hands, while the events of small-town
board meetings are simultaneously infuriating
and page-turning. Tabak’s impressively researched and investigated narrative is as timely
as it is gripping.”—Publishers Weekly
2021 280 p. 6 x 9 19 halftones, 2 line drawings, 2 tables
4 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-74065-2 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

American History 1

A Conspiratorial Life

Restricted Data

Edward H. Miller

Alex Wellerstein

“Miller’s study of Robert Welch, the founder
of the John Birch Society, presents a plausible
account of America’s slow descent from the
1950s into the abyss of post-truth politics.”
—London Review of Books

“Secrecy was a defining aspect of the creation
of the atomic bomb and, 75 years later, nuclear
secrecy remains a feature of American democracy. In Restricted Data, Alex Wellerstein examines the health of democracy in the face of big
science, big government, and big weapons.”
—Science

Robert Welch, the John Birch Society, and the
Revolution of American Conservatism

“A welcome contribution to the history of
modern right-wing politics at its extremes.”
—Kirkus
“[An] impressively researched and nuanced
reconsideration of the modern American right.
. . . Miller makes a provocative and persuasive
case that Welch was a vanguard figure rather
than a retrograde one.”—New Republic
2022 464 p. 6 x 9 15 halftones
5 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-44886-2 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

The Lost Promise

American Universities in the 1960s
Ellen Schrecker

“For some, the ʼ60s were a time of troubles
when universities failed in their mission of
‘indoctrination of the young’. Others saw escape
from indoctrination as a long step towards
civilizing a conformist society. Ellen Schrecker’s
careful and enlightening account of the universities in the ‘long sixties’ unravels many of
the complexities of these turbulent years and
their dramatic impact on American society and
culture.”—Noam Chomsky
2021 616 p. 6 x 9 23 halftones, 1 tables
6 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-20085-9 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

This catalog is available online at
bit.ly/UCPHIS

The History of Nuclear Secrecy in the United
States

“Wellerstein peels back the layers of the
nuclear onion to reveal a rich debate about what
should be kept secret and why. . . . Confronts
the reader with the confounding questions that
scientists and government officials faced when
trying to decide what information should be
withheld.”—Nature
2021 528 p. 6 x 9 12 halftones, 7 line drawings, 3 tables
7 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-02038-9 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Pulp Empire

The Secret History of Comic Book Imperialism
Paul S. Hirsch

“Vividly illustrated and enjoyably hyperbolic,
Pulp Empire tells its tale as a kind of horror
comic. . . . Like any self-respecting superhero
movie, it deserves a sequel. ”—The Nation
“Every so often, a single book changes our
understanding of an entire topic. Hirsch’s brilliant, artfully written Pulp Empire does that for
mid-twentieth-century American studies. . . .
Hirsch’s spectacular research introduces
American historians to a new field of study.”
—Martin J. Sherwin, Pulitzer Prize–
winning coauthor of American Prometheus
2021 344 p. 6 x 9 44 color plates, 6 halftones
8 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-35055-4 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00
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American Exceptionalism

Now in Paperback

Ian Tyrrell

J. Edgar Hoover, Joe McCarthy, Roy Cohn, and
the Politics of Insinuation

A New History of an Old Idea

“Tyrrell’s study offers an invaluable synthesis of
how American exceptionalism has surfaced in
US history. . . . Tyrrell tells this story in a highly
readable style that captures the concept’s complexity without becoming reductive.”
—Times Higher Education
“[Tyrrell] has written a rich intellectual history of the dramatic shifts in the meaning of the
defining but, it turns out, highly malleable idea
of ‘American exceptionalism,’ from its roots in
the revolutionary era to the present. Tracing the
term’s changing significance illuminates US history more broadly.”—Foreign Affairs
2022 288 p. 6 x 9
9 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81209-0 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

A Drop of Treason

Philip Agee and His Exposure of the CIA
Jonathan Stevenson

“Remarkably well researched and treats complex issues with admirable clarity. . . . [A Drop
of Treason] offers a vivid snapshot of America in
the mid-1970s, when the collapse of institutional
authority after the Vietnam War and the Watergate scandal was followed not by revolution or
reformation but by exhaustion and decadence.”
—New York Times
2021 328 p. 6 x 9 6 halftones
10 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-35668-6 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Now in Paperback

None of Your Damn Business

Privacy in the United States from the Gilded Age
to the Digital Age
Lawrence Cappello

2022 352 p. 6 x 9 6 halftones
11 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81995-2 $20.00 Your Price: $14.00

Gossip Men

Christopher M. Elias

“A perceptive, well-informed political and
cultural history. . . . Elias makes a stimulating
book debut with interwoven biographies of FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover, Wisconsin Sen. Joseph
McCarthy, and lawyer Roy Cohn.”—Kirkus
“A juicy introduction to three of the most
controversial figures in twentieth-century
American politics. . . . Elias vividly describes
the era’s political battles, tabloid magazines,
and dramatic Senate hearings, and persuasively
identifies the influence of the ʻsurveillance state
masculinityʼ embodied by his three subjects on
the political rise of Donald Trump.”
—Publishers Weekly
2022 288 p. 6 x 9 12 halftones
12 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-82393-5 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

Errand into the Wilderness of
Mirrors
Religion and the History of the CIA
Michael Graziano

“Errand into the Wilderness of Mirrors notes how
the close-knit relationship between psychology,
theology and espionage in the US dates back to
1942: when President Franklin Roosevelt formed
the Office of Strategic Services. . . . Its blind spot
was an assumption religion could be used to
unify one global culture with a single value system. Graziano says this messianic idea fits well
with American exceptionalism: a delusional
belief the US is an empire of liberty that has a
moral responsibility to export democracy and
freedom.”—The Independent
2021 240 p. 6 x 9 2 line drawings
13 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-76740-6 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

American History 3

Living in the Future

Utopianism and the Long Civil Rights Movement
Victoria W. Wolcott

“In this beautifully written, deeply researched,
and groundbreaking study of Black utopian
activist movements, Wolcott recovers the
forgotten histories that inspired the Civil Rights
Movement. She gives extraordinary texture to
the work of utopia on the ground and shows
how utopia isn’t just a good theory, but a real,
attainable, and necessary practice that can
energize all those who care about the future and
repairing our world.”—Alex Zamalin, author of
Black Utopia
2022 272 p. 6 x 9 16 halftones, 1 tables
14 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81725-5 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

The Matter of Black Living

The Aesthetic Experiment of Racial Data,
1880–1930
Autumn Womack

“The Matter of Black Living elucidates the breadth
and the reach of Black ontological possibility and
the historical trajectory of Black self-expression
that (white) modernist practices forgot. Womack
cogently presents the unwieldy negotiations of
social knowledge and data collection that have
impacted African American cultural productions. . . . Essential.”—Kimberly Juanita Brown,
Dartmouth College
2022 288 p. 51/2 x 81/2 7 color plates, 18 halftones
17 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-80691-4 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Available for Preorder

To Live Peaceably Together

Deep South

Tracy E. K’Meyer

Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, and
Mary R. Gardner

The American Friends Service Committee’s
Campaign for Open Housing
“Residential segregation remains one of the
seemingly intractable problems of American society, anchored in racial prejudice and the legacies of decades of government policy. In To Live
Peaceably Together, K’Meyer tells the story of how,
in the 1950s and ’60s, white Quaker activists and
allies used a variety of strategies and tactics to
try to achieve open housing. . . . K’Meyer proves
beyond question how important spiritual motivation was for many of the activists who sought
a more just America.”—Thomas Hamm, author
of The Quakers in America
Historical Studies of Urban America
2022 240 p. 6 x 9 12 halftones
15 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81781-1 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

Bette Davis Black and White
Julia A. Stern

2022 256 p. 51/2 x 81/2 40 halftones
16 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81386-8 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

A Social Anthropological Study of Caste and
Class

With a foreword by Isabel Wilkerson

First published in 1941, Deep South is a landmark
work of anthropology. Living undercover in
Depression-era Mississippi, groundbreaking Black
scholar Allison Davis and his white co-authors
delivered an unprecedented examination of how
race shaped nearly every aspect of twentiethcentury life in the United States. This reissue of
the 1965 abridged edition, with a new foreword
from Pulitzer Prize winner Isabel Wilkerson,
proves that Deep South remains as relevant as ever.
2022 328 p. 6 x 9 13 line drawings, 5 tables
18 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81798-9 $20.00 Your Price: $14.00

Now in Paperback

Picturing Political Power

Images in the Women’s Suffrage Movement
Allison K. Lange

2021 320 p. 6 x 9 105 halftones
19 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81584-8 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50
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Winner of the Ellis W. Hawley and
James A. Rawley prizes

The Bonds of Inequality

Debt and the Making of the American City
Destin Jenkins

“The Bonds of Inequality goes a long way toward
revealing the role of financial markets in the
making of urban inequality. . . . Jenkins’s work
gives us an opportunity to ask not only how
public policy and private markets were related
but also how the bond and real estate markets
worked together. . . . Government, Jenkins contends in his innovative book, only made urban
inequality with the help of capital markets.”
—The Nation
2022 320 p. 6 x 9 26 halftones, 10 tables
20 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81998-3 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50

Pushing Cool

Big Tobacco, Racial Marketing, and the Untold
Story of the Menthol Cigarette
Keith Wailoo

“Tracking the evolution of a century’s worth of
targeted marketing, this history documents the
sinister engineering of a Black consumer preference for menthol cigarettes. Wailoo details how
Big Tobacco placed billboards in inner-city
neighborhoods, strategically funded Black
enterprises, and marshalled a vast network of
influencers—from Ebony to the N.A.A.C.P.—to
yoke ideas of Black authenticity to smoking
menthols.”—New Yorker
2021 392 p. 6 x 9 40 halftones
21 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-79413-6 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Running the Numbers

Race, Police, and the History of Urban Gambling
Matthew Vaz

Historical Studies of Urban America
2020 208 p. 6 x 9 15 halftones
22 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-69044-5 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Nonprofit Neighborhoods
An Urban History of Inequality and the
American State
Claire Dunning

“Through a rich archival study of urban renewal
in Boston, Dunning elegantly reconstructs how
public projects came to be organized around
grants and funding competitions. Decentralization and community participation were
enhanced, but key decisions remained in the
hands of city officials, foundation officers, and
increasingly private lenders. The result is an
eye-opening analysis of how policy reform
transformed democratic governance.”
—Elisabeth S. Clemens, University of Chicago
Historical Studies of Urban America
2022 336 p. 6 x 9 23 halftones
23 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81989-1 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Making the Second Ghetto

Race and Housing in Chicago, 1940-1960
Arnold R. Hirsch
With a new afterword by N.D.B. Connolly

“Hirsch’s deeply transformational book lays out
how a perfect storm of racism, redlining, and
public policies formed Chicago and other American cities. If you want to understand what came
after the 1960s, you have to understand what
came before them. . . . Every sector of the city
. . . have employed particular weaponry to effect
a single goal: the subjugation of Black people.
It hasn’t changed.”—Ta-Nehisi Coates, author of
We Were Eight Years In Power
Historical Studies of Urban America
2021 400 p. 6 x 9 25 halftones
24 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-72851-3 $20.00 Your Price: $14.00

Citizen Brown

Race, Democracy, and Inequality in the St. Louis
Suburbs
Colin Gordon

2020 216 p. 6 x 9 46 halftones
25 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-76088-9 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50
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Intimate States

Gender, Sexuality, and Governance in Modern
US History
Edited by Margot Canaday, Nancy F. Cott,
and Robert O. Self

“A pioneering work that puts the history of the
American state into direct and sophisticated
conversation with the history of gender and
sexuality. Brilliantly conceived and executed,
Intimate States compels us to deconstruct the
categories of private and public, to theorize in
new ways about the realm of the intimate, and
to rethink the sources and sway of government
power.”—Gary Gerstle, University of Cambridge
2021 360 p. 6 x 9 14 halftones
26 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-79475-4 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Available for Preorder

Trailblazers, Black Women
Who Helped Make America
Great

American Firsts/American Icons, Volume 2
Gabrielle David

This second volume of the Trailblazers series—
which highlights the historical contributions
of Black women in America—features visual
artists, women in government roles, and musicians. This volume includes biographical essays
of 85 women accompanied by powerful photographs that help illustrate their achievements.
Distributed for 2Leaf Press
2022 550 p. 6 x 9 94 halftones
27 Paper ISBN: 978-1-940939-99-5 $34.99 Your Price: $24.49

Angela Davis
Seize the Time

Edited by Gerry Beegan and
Donna Gustafson
Distributed for Hirmer Publishers
2020 192 p. 81/4 x 10 175 color plates
28 Cloth ISBN: 978-3-7774-3574-9 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

Congress and the First Civil
Rights Era, 1861-1918
Jeffery A. Jenkins and Justin Peck

“Written by outstanding students of American political development, this compelling
policy history analytically chronicles the fate
of proposals to enhance Black rights from the
Civil War to World War I. With an emphasis on
the electoral connection and strategic choice
in legislative politics, the book’s textured account of civil rights achievements and tragically missed opportunities underscores the
interplay of party, opinion, and lawmaking and
importantly adds to our understanding of how
state formation and racial hierarchy came to be
closely entwined.”—Ira I. Katznelson, coauthor
of Southern Nation
2021 320 p. 6 x 9 14 halftones, 10 tables
29 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-75636-3 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

The Queerness of Home
Gender, Sexuality, and the Politics of
Domesticity after World War II
Stephen Vider

“An important history of how LGBTQ peoples
make and sustain the homes of their choice and
fight back against norms that oppress them. Vider
reveals the lives, labors, and imaginations of
LGBTQ homemakers, whose experiments with
queer domesticities unfurl in vivid storytelling
and amazing archival photographs.”
—Nayan Shah, author of Stranger Intimacy
2022 304 p. 6 x 9 57 halftones
30 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-80836-9 $29.00 Your Price: $20.30

The Rumble in the Jungle

Muhammad Ali and George Foreman on the
Global Stage
Lewis A. Erenberg

2021 326 p. 6 x 9 30 halftones
31 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-79234-7 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00
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Peculiar Places

No Place of Grace

Ryan Lee Cartwright

T. J. Jackson Lears

“By offering detailed analyses of quotidian encounters, Cartwright reveals the complex ways
‘poor rural white folks living on the margins’
were defined, pathologized, surveilled, and violated. But rather than present binary narratives
of ableist victimization and heroic transgression, Cartwright underscores the way these
same people often relied on racial hierarchies
and settler claims to indigenous land. Peculiar
Places offers a way of doing disability studies
that can simultaneously recognize queercrip
practices of interdependence and violence.”
—Alison Kafer, University of Texas at Austin

Foreword by Jennifer Ratner-Rosenberg

A Queer Crip History of White Rural
Nonconformity

Antimodernism and the Transformation of
American Culture, 1880-1920
“Auspicious radical history: cogently argued,
crisply written, and alive with intellectual
passion.”—Kirkus
First published in 1981, No Place of Grace
is a landmark book in American studies and
American history that charts the development
of contemporary consumer society through the
embrace of antimodernism. This new edition
celebrates the fortieth anniversary of this
singular work of history.
2021 408 p. 6 x 9
35 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-79444-0 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

2021 272 p. 6 x 9 33 halftones
32 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-69688-1 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Awkward Rituals

Familial Fitness

Dana W. Logan

Disability, Adoption, and Family in Modern
America
Sandy M. Sufian

“This deeply researched, deeply felt book offers
a fine‑grained and usable history of changing
constructions of ability/disability and of family
in the twentieth‑century United States. . . . Sufian
creates a timely and cautiously optimistic model
for plotting a future with fewer structural barriers to individual and collective flourishing.”
—Margaret Homans, Yale University
2022 368 p. 6 x 9 5 halftones, 2 line drawings, 1 tables
33 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-80870-3 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Accidental Pluralism

America and the Religious Politics of English
Expansion, 1497-1662
Evan Haefeli

American Beginnings, 1500-1900
2021 384 p. 6 x 9 11 halftones
34 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-74261-8 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

Sensations of Governance in Protestant America
“How do you behave as if you are in authority when you have done away with kings? In
her truly brilliant study of ‘sovereign rituals’
in America from 1790 to 1850, Dana W. Logan
has found the answer: awkwardly. Initiating a
brother Mason, reading the minutes, raising the
flag, and ordering the housework highlight some
of the graceless quotidian performances that
created the sensation of coherent authority even
in its absence. Awkward Rituals is not only fun to
read, it is essential across the disciplines.”
—Joseph Roach, Yale University
Class 200: New Studies in Religion
2022 192 p. 6 x 9 6 halftones
36 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81850-4 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Religious Intolerance,
America, and the World

A History of Forgetting and Remembering
John Corrigan

2020 304 p. 6 x 9
37 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-31393-1 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

American History 7

Tales of the Earth

Native North American Creation Mythology
David Leeming

“In Tales of the Earth, Leeming discusses how key
characters common to the creation narratives of
Indigenous North Americans, created the living,
sacred landscapes to which Native Americans
remain tied today. Importantly, he highlights
how these narratives and the relationships
to land they make possible often differ from
non-Native understandings of creation and
the human place within it.”—Ken Lokensgard,
Washington State University
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 180 p. 61/4 x 81/4 47 color plates, 13 halftones
38 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-499-4 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50

Audubon at Sea

The Coastal and Transatlantic Adventures of
John James Audubon
Edited by Richard J. King and
Christoph Irmscher

“While of course best known for his definitive
depictions of American birdlife, John James
Audubon also wrote about his extensive travels
at sea, from the American South to the shores of
England and the frozen Canadian North. This is
as much an ecological account as a narrative of
his travels, however, with Audubon’s concerns
for the natural world still relevant today.”
—Bookseller
2022 352 p. 6 x 9 20 color plates, 38 halftones
41 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-75667-7 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

The Greatest Adventure

Now in Paperback

Colin Burgess

Agriculture, Science, and Capitalism in the
Antebellum North

A History of Human Space Exploration
“Each and every NASA mission in the Mercury,
Gemini, and Apollo programs [is] described
in detail loving enough to thrill space nerds of
all ages. . . . Burgess tells the subsequent tales
of crewed spaceflight on both sides of the Iron
Curtain with great verve, and a suspenseful narration of unheralded near-disasters. . . . There’s
a nail-biting story of one cosmonaut whose suit
ballooned and nearly prevented him from getting back through the airlock.”—Guardian
Kosmos
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 368 p. 61/4 x 91/4 138 halftones
39 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-460-4 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

The Second Jurassic Dinosaur
Rush
Museums and Paleontology in America at the
Turn of the Twentieth Century
Paul D. Brinkman

2020 345 p. 6 x 9 31 halftones, 8 line drawings
40 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-75216-7 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

The Nature of the Future
Emily Pawley

“In nineteenth-century bookkeeping of field
nutrients, raucous debates over apple varieties,
and Thoreau’s sarcasm, [Pawley] discovers the
science, economics, and commercial imagination that shaped American farming and our
modern meals. . . . The Nature of the Future will
be of keen interest to historians of capitalism,
place, and food—and to anyone helping chart
our environmental present.”
—Conevery Bolton Valencius, author of The Lost
History of the New Madrid Earthquakes
2022 312 p. 6 x 9 16 halftones
42 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-82002-6 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

This Radical Land

A Natural History of American Dissent
Daegan Miller

2020 336 p. 6 x 9 44 halftones
43 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-33628-2 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75
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Now in Paperback

Crap

A History of Cheap Stuff in America

The People’s Porn

A History of Handmade Pornography in
America

Wendy A. Woloson

Lisa Z. Sigel

“Since the consumer revolution of the 1700s, an
abundance of cheap goods has enabled us to buy
pointless stuff; but all of this crap comes with
environmental, economic and spiritual costs,
explains Woloson in this rich and expansive
cultural history. It asks: surrounded by all these
‘what-nots’ and ‘thingums,’ have we ourselves
become crappy?”—New Statesman

“From erotic scrimshaw made by nineteenthcentury sailors to amateur polaroids, [this book]
charts a course through the ways in which apparently ‘ordinary’ men and women represented
sex in all its variety . . . via prison pornography,
pop-up erections, masturbating Santas, and
feminist embroidery. In doing so, it tells a story
of hidden desire that has often been overlooked.
. . . The People’s Porn is at its most illuminating
when exploring the place of sex in shared
cultures of humor and conviviality, showing
that pornography was as much about male (and
sometimes female) bonding as it was about
private fantasy.”—History Today

“Part history, part sociology, with some firecracker economic insights to boot, Crap arrives
as a much-needed etymology for everyday goods
that we take for granted. . . . Elucidating, witty,
and compulsively readable.”—Lit Hub
2022 416 p. 6 x 9 11 color plates, 105 halftones
44 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-82407-9 $20.00 Your Price: $14.00

A History of America in 100
Maps
Susan Schulten

“Lavish and fascinating.”—Economist
“Maps often capture history much more economically than any narrative. This is Schulten’s
premise, which she supports by offering 100
cartographic snapshots of America from the
European arrival to the digital age.”
—New York Times
2018 256 p. 81/2 x 11 120 color plates
45 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-45861-8 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Newsprint Metropolis

City Papers and the Making of Modern
Americans
Julia Guarneri

Historical Studies of Urban America
2020 368 p. 6 x 9 8 color plates, 59 halftones
46 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-75832-9 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2020 256 p. 61/4 x 81/4 70 color plates, 29 halftones
47 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-226-6 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

The Cycling City

Bicycles and Urban America in the 1890s
Evan Friss

“Friss has a good story to tell. In the late nineteenth century, bicycles were not just a sweet
means of romantic transport—‘Daisy, Daisy, give
me your answer do,’ and all that—but a technological triumph creating fanatical followers
and interest groups. The bicycle was more like a
personal computer than like a love seat. . . .
Friss is a demon researcher, and his book is full
of revelatory facts.”—New Yorker
Historical Studies of Urban America
2021 288 p. 6 x 9 45 halftones
48 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-75880-0 $32.00 Your Price: $22.40

The American Robot
A Cultural History
Dustin A. Abnet

2020 360 p. 6 x 9 26 halftones
49 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-69271-5 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50
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Changing Their Minds?

Seeing Silicon Valley

George C. Edwards III

Mary Beth Meehan and Fred Turner

“Edwards uses a scholar’s tools to dissect
Trump’s presidency, asking all the right questions and answering them with careful and
thorough analysis. In Edwards’s telling, Trump
neither found a way to sway public opinion nor
found a way to manage the government. The
result is a smart and unsparing portrait of the
nation’s forty-fifth president—from his corrosive
effect on the public discourse to his impact on
democratic institutions.”—Washington Post

“In uber-rich Silicon Valley, [Meehan’s] camera
captures those struggling to survive.”
—Washington Post

Donald Trump and Presidential Leadership

Life inside a Fraying America

2021 376 p. 6 x 9 3 line drawings, 74 tables
50 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-77581-4 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

“Seeing Silicon Valley spotlights people lost
in the shadows of the tech capital. . . . Through
their collection of around 30 portraits and
mini-narratives of everyday people, Meehan
and Turner take us through the unique lives
of a swath of the region’s residents who each
struggle, in their own ways, to feel a sense of
stability.”—San Francisco Chronicle

The Rise of Common-Sense
Conservatism

A Righteous Smokescreen

The American Right and the Reinvention of the
Scottish Enlightenment

2021 112 p. 10 x 7 67 color plates
53 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-78648-3 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50

Postwar America and the Politics of Cultural
Globalization

Antti Lepistö

Sam Lebovic

“How did American conservatives go from mistrusting the mob to taking up the language of
common-sense populism? Lepistö answers that
question by exploring the hold Scottish Enlightenment moral philosophy had on late twentiethcentury neoconservative thinkers. This is the
kind of history writing that helps us make sense
of our own moment.”—Sophia Rosenfeld, author
of Common Sense: A Political History

“How did cultural globalization in the twentieth
century travel along such a one-way path? And
why is the US—that globe-bestriding colossus
with more than 700 overseas bases—so strangely
isolated? The answer, Sam Lebovic’s new book,
A Righteous Smokescreen, convincingly argues,
largely comes down to American policy in the
middle decades of the twentieth century. . . .
[Lebovic’s] approach is wildly innovative and
helps us dramatically rethink the postwar US
and the limits to the world order it helped construct.”—New Republic

2021 288 p. 6 x 9
51 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-77404-6 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

The Conspiracy Trial of the
Chicago Seven
John Schultz

2020 416 p. 51/2 x 81/2
52 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-76074-2 $20.00 Your Price: $14.00

2022 272 p. 6 x 9
54 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81608-1 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Hope and Scorn

Eggheads, Experts, and Elites in American
Politics
Michael J. Brown

2020 368 p. 6 x 9
55 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-71814-9 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25
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Bankers in the Ivory Tower

Integrations

Charlie Eaton

Lawrence Blum and Zoë Burkholder

“Bankers in the Ivory Tower offers a fascinating
and data-driven investigation on how finance is
transforming higher education in America for
the worse. Instead of an engine of opportunity,
it is becoming fuel for inequality with snowballing endowments for the top, student debt replacing public funding for the middle, and for-profit
predation for the bottom. A must read.”
—Emmanuel Saez, University of California,
Berkeley

“Calling for school integration as a remedy,
the authors champion a civic-minded conception rooted in training students for democratic
citizenship. But for egalitarian integrations
to be successful, structural injustice must be
dismantled. This book will be invaluable for
scholars, educators, and activists fighting for
educational equality.”—Derrick Darby, coauthor
of The Color of Mind

The Troubling Rise of Financiers in US Higher
Education

2022 232 p. 6 x 9 20 halftones, 2 tables
56 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-72042-5 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

The Struggle for Racial Equality and Civic
Renewal in Public Education

History and Philosophy of Education Series
2021 280 p. 6 x 9 5 halftones
59 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-78603-2 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Educating the Enemy

Other People’s Colleges

Jonna Perrillo

Ethan W. Ris

Teaching Nazis and Mexicans in the Cold War
Borderlands
“Educating the Enemy is an extraordinary story
about the children of Nazi scientists who after
the war relocated to the Mexican American city
of El Paso. Cold war meets the border. Simply
put: This is a remarkable book, meticulously
researched, studded with insights about the
border and how its bilingual, bicultural world
shaped these children. Perrillo constructs a
vivid, compelling narrative that shines a rare
light on a community long misunderstood.”
—Alfredo Corchado, Mexico border correspondent, Dallas Morning News
2022 224 p. 6 x 9 15 halftones
57 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81597-8 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Insurance Era

Risk, Governance, and the Privatization of
Security in Postwar America
Caley Horan

2021 264 p. 6 x 9 13 halftones
58 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-78438-0 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

The Origins of American Higher Education
Reform
“Other People’s Colleges provides critical insights
for understanding contemporary calls for
reform. The book provides a careful tracing
of the lasting impact that came not only from
the efforts of these philanthropists and their
foundations to create reform, but also the coalitions that emerged to resist them. An important
and timely read for those interested in higher
education history, philanthropy, governance,
and policy.”—Laura Perna, author of Taking It to
the Streets
2022 368 p. 6 x 9
60 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-82022-4 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Spare the Rod

Punishment and the Moral Community of
Schools
Campbell F. Scribner and Bryan R. Warnick
History and Philosophy of Education Series
2021 168 p. 6 x 9
61 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-78570-7 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50
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America’s Philosopher

Trading Freedom

Claire Rydell Arcenas

Dael A. Norwood

“If you thought you understood John Locke’s
vital role in American thought, Arcenas’s fascinating book will make your jaw drop. Make no
mistake, Locke has indeed been ‘America’s
philosopher’ since his ideas first arrived in the
early eighteenth century. But as readers will
discover in her meticulously researched and absorbing study, Locke has mattered to Americans
in ways wholly unexpected.”
—Jennifer Ratner-Rosenhagen, University of
Wisconsin–Madison

“An impressively ambitious book, surveying US
commercial involvement with China from the
departure of the Empress of China, which sailed
from New York in 1784, to the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. Books on China and the United
States in this period typically cover either trade
or immigration—Trading Freedom is the rare
book to tackle both.”—Eliga Gould, University of
New Hampshire

John Locke in American Intellectual Life

2022 280 p. 6 x 9 7 halftones
62 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-63860-7 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

The Rise and Fall of Morris
Ernst, Free Speech Renegade
Samantha Barbas

“A fascinating and thoroughly researched biography of an important twentieth-century figure
whose tragic flaws denied him a place of honor
in the roster of great civil liberties lawyers
despite his remarkable accomplishments. . . .
Barbas’s engrossing and lucid examination of
the rise and fall of Morris Ernst comes at an
opportune time.”—Los Angeles Review of Books

How Trade with China Defined Early America

American Beginnings, 1500-1900
2022 312 p. 6 x 9 21 halftones, 2 line drawings
65 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81558-9 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

Available for Preorder

A Great and Rising Nation

Naval Exploration and Global Empire in the
Early US Republic
Michael A. Verney

2021 424 p. 6 x 9 10 halftones
63 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-65804-9 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

“Elegant, erudite, and adventurous, A Great
and Rising Nation takes readers on a remarkable global voyage with the US Navy’s antebellum exploring expeditions. Crisply written
and featuring a memorable cast of characters,
this is a must-read for anyone interested in the
early American republic, naval history, and the
history of American empire.”—Gautham Rao,
American University

Benjamin Franklin

American Beginnings, 1500-1900
2022 320 p. 6 x 9 16 halftones
66 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81992-1 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Kevin J. Hayes

Critical Lives
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 224 p. 5 x 73/4 35 halftones
64 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78914-517-5 $19.00 Your Price: $13.30

The Daily Thomas Paine
A Year of Common-Sense Quotes for a
Nonsensical Age
Thomas Paine

A Year of Quotes
2020 176 p. 51/2 x 81/2
67 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-65351-8 $12.00 Your Price: $8.40
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Being Somebody and Black
Besides

An Untold Memoir of Midcentury Black Life
George B. Nesbitt

“A part of a remarkable and accomplished family of Black educators, organizers, and crusaders, Nesbitt led an amazing life as a World War
II veteran, civil rights lawyer, Harvard graduate,
and official in the Kennedy administration. The
story of his life offers a powerful glimpse into
the issues of race, politics, and public policy
over the course of the twentieth century. A
compelling and thought-provoking life story
and a wonderful addition to the growing genre
of Black biography.”—Barbara Ransby, author
of Making All Black Lives Matter: Reimagining
Freedom in the Twenty-First Century
2021 360 p. 6 x 9 10 halftones
68 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-78312-3 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Making Mexican Chicago
From Postwar Settlement to the Age of
Gentrification
Mike Amezcua

“Making Mexican Chicago is a superb analysis of
race, property, and political power, with careful
attention to the ways communities galvanize
power across the twentieth century. . . . An outstanding contribution to urban history.”
—Marcia Chatelain, Pulitzer Prize–winning
author of Franchise: The Golden Arches in Black
America
Historical Studies of Urban America
2022 320 p. 6 x 9 32 halftones
69 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81582-4 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

The Oak Park Studio of Frank
Lloyd Wright
Lisa D. Schrenk

2021 336 p. 81/2 x 11 179 halftones, 1 table
70 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-31894-3 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

The Blues Dream of Billy Boy
Arnold
Billy Boy Arnold with Kim Field

“This is one of the most readable blues biographies of all time. . . . Billy Boy is a walking
encyclopedia of the blues, sharp as a tack with
an excellent memory.”—Blues & Rhythm
“Billy Boy Arnold’s great Vee-Jay sides were a
big influence on me when I was first starting out.
. . . I’m very happy to see his amazing personal
story finally appear in print.”—Eric Clapton
Chicago Visions and Revisions
2021 288 p. 6 x 9 57 halftones, 3 line drawings, 1 tables
71 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-80920-5 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

An Open Secret

The Family Story of Robert and John Gregg
Allerton
Nicholas L. Syrett

“Syrett has crafted an eye-opening and engaging
narrative, making a provocative contribution
to queer history in his assertion that Allerton
and Gregg may have had a relationship akin to
both marriage and father to son—and that the
two are not mutually exclusive. The story of this
moneyed conservative couple disturbingly reveals how the privileged found community and
refuge in open and secretive ways during a time
of heightened homophobia.”—Amy Sueyoshi,
author of Queer Compulsions: Race, Nation, and
Sexuality in the Affairs of Yone Noguchi
2021 224 p. 6 x 9 17 halftones
72 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-76155-8 $20.00 Your Price: $14.00

Sun Ra’s Chicago

Afrofuturism and the City
William Sites

Historical Studies of Urban America
2020 328 p. 6 x 9 25 halftones
73 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-73210-7 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00
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A Month at the Front

The Diary of an Unknown Soldier
Unknown Soldier

This book is an authentic account of life in the
trenches, written by an anonymous World War
I soldier. A Month at the Front offers a fresh and
personal perspective on war, telling the poignant and moving story of a young man thrust
into fatal circumstances.
“[A] unique insight into trench life.”
—Daily Telegraph
Distributed for Bodleian Library Publishing
2020 56 p. 5 x 73/4 8 halftones
74 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-85124-422-5 $15.00 Your Price: $10.50

Now in Paperback

Dark Lens

Imaging Germany, 1945
Françoise Meltzer

“Meltzer’s meditation on her mother’s searing
photographs of German ruins is bold yet subtle.
. . . Meltzer suggests a way of looking at pictures
of destruction without lapsing into either moral
relativism or another cycle of blame and retribution.”—Ulrich C. Baer, New York University
2021 256 p. 6 x 9 4 color plates, 41 halftones
75 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81685-2 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

The Streets of Europe

The Sights, Sounds, and Smells That Shaped Its
Great Cities
Brian Ladd

2020 320 p. 6 x 9 60 halftones, 4 maps
76 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-67794-1 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Taking Leave, Taking Liberties
American Troops on the World War II Home
Front
Aaron Hiltner

“An important and powerful contribution to
the literature on the World War II home front.
Hiltner recovers the long-forgotten history of
American liberty ports and reveals that U.S.
civil-military relations were far more violent
and chaotic than most Americans may want to
believe.”—Aaron O’Connell, University of Texas
at Austin
2020 280 p. 6 x 9 9 halftones
77 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-68704-9 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50

They Thought They Were Free
The Germans, 1933–45
Milton Mayer

“A timely reminder of how otherwise unremarkable and in many ways reasonable people can be
seduced by demagogues and populists.”
—Richard J. Evans, author of The Coming of the
Third Reich
“In 1951, [Mayer] returned to Germany to find
out what had made Nazism possible. . . . He felt
that under the right conditions, he could well
have turned out as his German friends did. He
learned that Nazism took over Germany not ‘by
subversion from within, but with a whoop and a
holler.’”—New York Review of Books
2017 384 p. 51/2 x 81/2
78 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-52583-9 $20.00 Your Price: $14.00

Rommel

The End of a Legend
Much more information about each book
is on our website at press.uchicago.edu.
To order online, see the order form.

Ralf Georg Reuth
Distributed for Haus Publishing
2020 230 p. 5 x 8 60 halftones
79 Paper ISBN: 978-1-912208-22-7 $14.95 Your Price: $10.46
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Freedom Seekers

Escaping from Slavery in Restoration London
Simon P. Newman

“Newman’s painstaking research and luminous
interpretation reveal a community of enslaved
Black people in Restoration England, yearning
to escape. Evocative prose and interactive illustrations enable us to imagine their flights on the
streets of London, and also to perceive the arterial network of enslavers, merchants, investors,
ship captains, and printers, who devised a novel
way to repossess them: the runaway slave advertisement.”—Vincent Brown, author of Tacky’s
Revolt: The Story of an Atlantic Slave War
Institute of Historical Research
Distributed for University of London Press
2022 260 p. 61/4 x 91/4 20 color plates; 10 halftones; 5 maps,
3 tables
80 Paper ISBN: 978-1-912702-93-0 $15.00 Your Price: $10.50

Dogopolis

How Dogs and Humans Made Modern New
York, London, and Paris
Chris Pearson

“Pearson’s history helps to explain why we treat
dogs the way we do, and how city-dwellers in
particular have come to define themselves in
relation to the nonhuman. . . . Dogopolis offers a
corrective to the rosy way we often prefer to see
the human-canine bond: it may be millennia-old
but unconditional it certainly is not.”
—Times Literary Supplement
Animal Lives
2021 256 p. 6 x 9 21 halftones
81 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-79816-5 $24.00 Your Price: $16.80

Bodies Politic

Disease, Death and Doctors in Britain,
1650–1900
Roy Porter
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 368 p. 5 x 73/4 137 halftones
82 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78914-279-2 $15.00 Your Price: $10.50

A Brief History of the Bodleian
Library
Mary Clapinson

From its foundation by Sir Thomas Bodley in
1598 to the opening of the Weston Library in
2015, this illustrated account shows how the
Bodleian Library’s history has been involved
with the British monarchy and political events
throughout the centuries. The book traces the
story of major donations and purchases such as
early confirmations of the Magna Carta, Shakespeare’s First Folio, and the manuscript of Jane
Austen’s earliest writings.
Distributed for Bodleian Library Publishing
2021 288 p. 61/4 x 91/4 100 color plates
83 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-85124-544-4 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

Now in Paperback

Partition

How and Why Ireland was Divided
Ivan Gibbons

“A must-read to understand why the Irish border
continues to cast such a jagged shadow over the
island of Ireland, from party politics to implementing Brexit.”—Peter Hain, former Secretary
of State for Northern Ireland
“An excellent exposition of how the border
came into existence. Gibbons’s is a short, very
readable and clear overview.”
—Times Literary Supplement
Distributed for Haus Publishing
2022 212 p. 5 x 8 2 maps
84 Paper ISBN: 978-1-913368-45-6 $19.95 Your Price: $13.96

The Poet and the Publisher

The Case of Alexander Pope, Esq., of
Twickenham versus Edmund Curll, Bookseller in
Grub Street
Pat Rogers
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 448 p. 61/4 x 91/4 15 halftones
85 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-416-1 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

British History 15

The Culture of Male Beauty in
Britain
From the First Photographs to David Beckham
Paul R. Deslandes

“With a keen eye toward race, gender, and sexuality, Deslandes takes us on a journey across
intellectual and health cultures, modes of representation, and the emergence of modern selfhood to chronicle male beauty in Britain across
two centuries. In this meticulously researched
and richly illustrated book, Deslandes not only
chronicles beauty, he has produced it. This is,
simply, a gorgeous book.”
—Sharrona Pearl, author of Face/On: Face Transplants and the Ethics of the Other
2021 432 p. 6 x 9 16 color plates, 104 halftones
86 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-77161-8 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

British Dandies

Engendering Scandal and Fashioning a Nation
Dominic Janes

“In Janes’ fascinating book he takes us on a journey through the evolution of male peacockery
in all its guises. Full of exquisitely researched
detail, it illustrates with great charm the inextricable links between clothing, personality, and
status, and reveals a world of public obsession
with celebrity and image that long predates the
modern age of the influencer.”—Patrick Grant
Distributed for Bodleian Library Publishing
2022 248 p. 61/4 x 91/4 28 color plates, 26 halftones
87 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-85124-559-8 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

Hawkers, Beggars and Quacks
Portraits from The Cries of London
Sean Shesgreen
Distributed for Bodleian Library Publishing
2021 240 p. 71/2 x 93/4 100 line drawings
88 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-85124-551-2 $55.00 Your Price: $38.50

Outrageous!

The Story of Section 28 and Britain’s Battle for
LGBT Education
Paul Baker

“As Baker sets out in this vivid look at the legislation and its effects, Section 28 represented ‘the
culmination of the moral panic around homosexuality that took place over the 1980s.’ . . .
Baker movingly recounts the more pernicious
ways in which it affected the lives of gay people.
. . . [His] chatty, tart tone and personal asides
serve to throw the heady extremes of a not-sodistant era into even sharper relief.”
—BBC History
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 336 p. 51/2 x 81/2 36 halftones
89 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-561-8 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

The Secret History of English
Spas
Melanie King

English spas have a long and steamy history,
from the thermal baths of Aquae Sulis in Bath
to the stews of Southwark and the elegant pump
rooms of Cheltenham and Buxton. Beautifully
illustrated with paintings, engravings, maps,
caricatures, posters, advertisements, ephemera,
and modern photos, The Secret History of English
Spas offers an informative but light-hearted history of this obsession with “taking the waters.”
Distributed for Bodleian Library Publishing
2021 232 p. 61/4 x 91/4 70 color plates
90 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-85124-453-9 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

Unspeakable

A Life beyond Sexual Morality
Rachel Hope Cleves

2020 368 p. 6 x 9 32 halftones
91 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-73353-1 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50
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Available for Preorder

Now in Paperback

Incomparable Realms

Greece

Jeremy Robbins

Roderick Beaton

“A brilliant account of the Spanish monarchy
in its ‘Golden Age.’ . . . This is an exceptional
achievement by one of the very best cultural
historians in the field, combining the art, architecture, literature, social values, political ideas,
religious practices, and especially, the thought
of Renaissance and Baroque Spain in a coherent
and convincing synthesis.”—Edwin Williamson,
author of The Penguin History of Latin America

“As Beaton argues in Greece . . . ‘Greece and the
modern history of the Greek nation matter, far
beyond the bounds of the worldwide Greek community.’ . . . Beaton’s biographical conceit keeps
the narrative focused, lively, and clear.”
—Wall Street Journal

Spain during the Golden Age, 1500–1700

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 464 p. 61/4 x 91/4 39 color plates, 31 halftones
92 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-537-3 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Now in Paperback

The Naked Truth

Viennese Modernism and the Body
Alys X. George

“A sweeping survey of the primacy of the body in
the Vienna modern, The Naked Truth demands a
reorientation of our assumptions. This book will
make a difference.”—Scott Spector, University of
Michigan
“Ranging across various art forms and media,
[George] brings the high modernist narrative
from earlier scholarship into dialogue with
popular culture. We readers stand to profit from
this enriched conversation, learning about an
age no less biopolitical than our own.”
—Fatima Naqvi, Yale University
2022 328 p. 6 x 9 43 halftones
93 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81996-9 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

A History of Crete
Chris Moorey
Distributed for Haus Publishing
2020 444 p. 5 x 8
94 Paper ISBN: 978-1-912208-96-8 $18.95 Your Price: $13.26

Biography of a Modern Nation

“Beaton encourages the reader to take a fresh
look at the people and culture so celebrated for
their past, even as they strive to build a future as
part of the modern West.”—National Herald
2021 488 p. 6 x 9 41 color plates, 4 maps
95 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-80979-3 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

German Jerusalem

The Remarkable Life of a German-Jewish
Neighborhood in the Holy City
Thomas Sparr

“While others sang of building Jerusalem ‘in
England’s green and pleasant land’, Hitler
refugees in the 1930s set about transforming
Jerusalem into Weimar-era Berlin. The greatest
Weimar poets, thinkers and creators gathered
in a couple of elevated neighborhoods and
dreamed an impossible dream. Thomas Sparr
brings it brilliantly to life.”—Norman Lebrecht,
author of Genius and Anxiety
Distributed for Haus Publishing
2021 220 p. 51/2 x 81/2 1 map
96 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-912208-61-6 $24.95 Your Price: $17.46

111 Years Waldhaus Sils

The Curious Tale and Incomplete History of an
Alpine Grand Hotel and Its People
Edited by Urs Kienberger
Distributed for Scheidegger & Spiess
2020 240 p. 63/4 x 91/2 40 color plates, 10 halftones
97 Cloth ISBN: 978-3-85881-831-7 $49.00 Your Price: $34.30
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Capitalism and the Emergence The Dream of Absolutism
of Civic Equality in Eighteenth- Louis XIV and the Logic of Modernity
Hall Bjørnstad
Century France
William H. Sewell

“In his bold rethinking of Marx, Sewell restores
capitalism to the debate on the origins of the
French Revolution. With his signature clarity,
he offers us a novel interpretive framework for
understanding how subversive notions of equality upended a traditional society to ignite the
Revolution. This book is essential reading for all
French historians, social theorists, and students
of capitalism.”—Michael Kwass, Johns Hopkins
University
Chicago Studies in Practices of Meaning
2021 416 p. 6 x 9 4 halftones
98 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-77046-8 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

King of the World
The Life of Louis XIV
Philip Mansel

“[Mansel] is as good at explaining and illustrating Louis’s decline as his ascendancy. . . .
Copiously, beautifully and intelligently illustrated, complemented by excellent maps and
diagrams (notably a ground-plan of Versailles),
King of the World is one of the most stimulating
and enjoyable works on European history to
have been published for many a long year.”
—Wall Street Journal
2020 608 p. 6 x 9 57 color plates, 2 halftones
99 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-69089-6 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Precarious Partners

Horses and Their Humans in NineteenthCentury France
Kari Weil

Animal Lives
2020 240 p. 6 x 9 4 color plates, 28 halftones
100 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-68637-0 $30.00
Your Price: $21.00

“The Dream of Absolutism is a probing, innovative, scintillating, and daring anthropology of
seventeenth-century French political aesthetics.
. . . By reading texts that are both at the center
of seventeenth-century monarchical design and
yet either neglected, forgotten, misread, or newly
uncovered by scholars, Bjørnstad excavates a
new seventeenth-century monarchism.”
—Juliette Cherbuliez, University of Minnesota
2021 256 p. 6 x 9
101 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-80383-8 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

To Live Is to Resist
The Life of Antonio Gramsci
Jean-Yves Frétigné

One of the most influential political thinkers of
the twentieth century, Antonio Gramsci has left
an indelible mark on philosophy and critical
theory. This in-depth biography casts new light
on Gramsci’s life and writing, emphasizing his
unflagging spirit.
“Gramsci’s political, personal, and prison
lives are the source of renewed debate in the
neoliberal postcommunist era. . . . This fine
translation of To Live Is to Resist offers a concise
narrative of Gramsci’s life as well as an informed and balanced account of the biographical controversies.”—Michael Denning, Yale
University
2022 328 p. 6 x 9 1 line drawings, 1 tables
102 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-71909-2 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Disalienation

Politics, Philosophy, and Radical Psychiatry in
Postwar France
Camille Robcis

Chicago Studies in Practices of Meaning
2021 240 p. 6 x 9 24 halftones
103 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-77774-0 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50
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Riddle, Mystery, and Enigma

Two Hundred Years of British–Russian Relations
David Owen

“Any book on Anglo-Russian relations by our finest living foreign secretary would be interesting
enough, but one written with verve and insight
by so fine an historian as Lord Owen marks a
major publishing event. As well as understanding the distant past, Owen weaves in the nearpast—such as his own protest against the Soviet
invasion of Hungary of 1956—and takes us up to
the present day with the noble heroism of Alexei
Navalny. Thoughtfulness, learning and sound
judgement infuse every page.”
—Andrew Roberts, author of Churchill: Walking
with Destiny

Queer Encounters with
Communist Power

Non-Heterosexual Lives and the State in
Czechoslovakia, 1948-1989
Vera Sokolová

“Queer Encounters offers many counterintuitive
surprises. . . . Sokolová argues that by refusing to diagnose and name ‘homosexuality’ in
Czechoslovak society, the state gave individuals the freedom to choose their own sexual
identities and genders and to live them out in
fascinating ways. Based on oral history and
archival research, Queer Encounters will change
the way we view socialist culture.”—Kate Brown,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Distributed for Haus Publishing
2022 408 p. 6 x 91/4 2 maps
104 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-913368-39-5 $29.95 Your Price: $20.96

Distributed for Karolinum Press
2022 250 p. 7 x 10
107 Paper ISBN: 978-80-246-4266-6 $20.00
Your Price: $14.00

Russia as Empire

Rus–Ukraine–Russia

Past and Present

Kees Boterbloem

Covering more than one thousand years of
tumultuous history, Russia as Empire shows how
the medieval empire of Kyivan Rus’ metamorphosed into today’s Russian Federation.
“An original synthesis and a stimulating overview of how Russia acquired and maintained
its land-based empire.”— Brian Boeck, DePaul
University
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2020 256 p. 51/4 x 81/4 25 halftones
105 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-291-4 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Patterns of Russia

History, Culture, and Spaces
Robin Milner-Gulland
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2020 272 p. 63/4 x 83/4 45 color plates, 62 halftones
106 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-225-9 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

Scenes from the Cultural History of Russian
Religiosity
Martin C. Putna

“Finally a book on the development of Russian
spirituality arising from extensive knowledge
and a deep understanding of Russian history. In
an era where many speak and write about the
politics of Russia, be it positively or negatively,
studying the roots is vital.”—Karel, Prince of
Schwarzenberg, former Czech Minister of
Foreign Affairs, on the Czech edition
Václav Havel Series
Distributed for Karolinum Press
2021 350 p. 5 x 8 20 halftones, 3 maps
108 Paper ISBN: 978-80-246-3580-4 $23.00
Your Price: $16.10

Communist Posters
Edited by Mary Ginsberg
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2020 272 p. 81/2 x 111/2 290 color plates, 5 halftones
109 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78914-206-8 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50
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Troubled Water

Available for Preorder

Jens Mühling

Vít Vlnas

A Journey Around the Black Sea
“From Ovid to small-town oligarchs, from the
Scythians to modern-day cigarette smugglers,
Troubled Waters takes the reader on a fascinating journey along the patchworked coasts of the
Black Sea. . . . With learnedness and wry humor,
Mühling explores the harbors and coves of this
famed, yet obscure body of water, masterfully
rendering the vibrant colors and proportions
of an ocean of epic events and of small, yet tall
tales.”—Erika Fatland, author of The Border:
A Journey Around Russia
Armchair Traveller
Distributed for Haus Publishing
2022 320 p. 51/4 x 81/2 1 map
110 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-913368-26-5 $24.95 Your Price: $17.46

The Forgotten Revolution

The 1919 Hungarian Republic of Councils
Edited by András B. Göllner

“Obscured for more than a century, the true story of a people’s heroic and spontaneous seizure
of power is vividly displayed in this important
book that illuminates the direct democratic
character of the 1919 Hungarian Republic of
Councils. The Forgotten Revolution reminds us
that working men and women are fully entitled
to be lead actors on the center stage of modern
history.”—George Katsiaficas, author of The
Global Imagination of 1968
Distributed for Black Rose Books
2022 340 p. 6 x 9
111 Paper ISBN: 978-1-55164-715-9 $26.95 Your Price: $18.86

Tito
Neil Barnett

Life & Times
Distributed for Haus Publishing
2022 192 p. 5 x 8 32 halftones, 1 map
112 Paper ISBN: 978-1-913368-41-8 $19.95 Your Price: $13.96

Baroque Prague
“Unquestionably, a concise, refined, and exceptionally readable introductory study that—with
its well-selected catalog of architectural and
artistic monuments—not only illuminates the
historical and philosophical background of
Prague’s baroque but also serves as a reliable
guide to the sites of a city that owes much of its
development to this remarkable age.”
—Lubomír Slavícek, Masaryk University
Prague
Distributed for Karolinum Press
2022 330 p. 8 x 101/2 200 color plates, 20 halftones,
3 line drawings, 3 maps
113 Paper ISBN: 978-80-246-4376-2 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Available for Preorder

The Economic Rise of the
Czech Lands 1

From the 1750s to the End of World War I
Edited by Zdenek Jindra and Ivan Jakubec

This book is the first of a two-part examination of the economic development of the Czech
lands that deals with the period from the mideighteenth century to the end of World War I.
Featuring chapters by leading Czech experts,
this broad study explores the multifaceted
conditions and outcomes of modernization in
Central Europe.
Distributed for Karolinum Press
2022 500 p. 6 x 9 3 maps, 85 graphs and charts
114 Paper ISBN: 978-80-246-3806-5 $28.00 Your Price: $19.60

Bismarck

The Iron Chancellor
Volker Ullrich

Life & Times
Distributed for Haus Publishing
2022 196 p. 5 x 8 40 halftones
115 Paper ISBN: 978-1-913368-37-1 $15.95 Your Price: $11.16

20 Medieval & Renaissance History

Lines of Thought

Christine de Pizan

Ayelet Even-Ezra

Charlotte Cooper-Davis

“Even-Ezra’s study is an excitingly original contribution to the histories of cognitive psychology
and information design that explores the question of how people were thinking, not just what
they thought. Focusing on the logical horizontal
tree diagrams that are ubiquitous in the margins
of European medieval university manuscripts
and early printed books, she demonstrates with
much detailed evidence how these diagrams
functioned as a primary means for medieval
scholars to visually comprehend their learning.”—Mary Carruthers, New York University

“The works of Christine de Pizan, one of the
most remarkable women of European literature,
remain exciting and urgent in the twenty-first
century. In this lively and fascinating account,
Cooper-Davis’s meticulous research and vivid
prose paint an engaging, detailed picture of
not only this talented author, but her social and
literary context in medieval Paris.”
—Miranda Griffin, University of Cambridge

Branching Diagrams and the Medieval Mind

Life, Work, Legacy

Medieval Lives
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 224 p. 51/2 x 81/2 12 color plates, 14 halftones
119 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-442-0 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

2021 272 p. 81/4 x 11 4 color plates, 27 halftones,
86 line drawings, 3 tables
116 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-74308-0 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

The Fires of Lust

Forbidden Knowledge

Katherine Harvey

Medicine, Science, and Censorship in Early
Modern Italy
Hannah Marcus

“[The book] offers and provokes meditation on
the timeless nature of censorship. . . . Forbidden
Knowledge also makes an important intervention
in the debate about Counter-Reformation Italy,
still often represented as dominated by repressive Catholic institutions. Marcus’s study of
the censorship of medical texts reveals a much
richer picture.”—Times Higher Education
2020 360 p. 6 x 9 40 halftones, 2 tables
117 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-73658-7 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

Botticelli

Artist and Designer
Ana Debenedetti

Renaissance Lives
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 232 p. 51/2 x 81/2 73 color plates, 1 halftone
118 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-438-3 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

Sex in the Middle Ages

“With unabashed directness, a delicate touch of
wit, and constant humanity, Harvey surveys the
world of medieval sex and sexuality. . . . What
those people thought, felt, feared, and hoped for
all play a part, alongside the pronouncements of
theologians, lawmakers, and intellectuals. Here,
in its messy complexity, is medieval life—life
laid bare, but always with respect and care. A
triumph.”—John H. Arnold, author of Belief and
Unbelief in the Middle Ages
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 320 p. 61/4 x 91/4 17 halftones
120 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-489-5 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Erasmus of Rotterdam
The Spirit of a Scholar
William Barker

Renaissance Lives
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 312 p. 51/2 x 81/2 30 color plates, 19 halftones
121 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-451-2 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75
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Seneca

The Pocket Epicurean

Lucius Annaeus Seneca

“In this brief and eloquent book, Sellars takes us
through the basic arguments of Epicureanism
with wonderful clarity, distilling the essence of
an ancient philosophy that speaks with increasing urgency to our troubled times.”
—David Konstan, New York University

Fifty Letters of a Roman Stoic
In the year 62, the Roman philosopher Seneca
withdrew from public service and devoted his
time to writing. This selection of fifty letters
brings out the essentials of Seneca’s thought and
elucidates key elements of Stoic philosophy.
“In 2015 Chicago did the great service of publishing Graver and Long’s magisterial translation and commentary on all 124 surviving letters
to Lucilius (Seneca: Letters on Ethics to Lucilius).
. . . With this volume, Graver and Long have now
produced a very reasonably priced soft covered
selection of slightly under half of the full corpus
of Letters to Lucilius.”—Classics for All
2021 320 p. 51/2 x 81/2
122 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-78293-5 $16.00 Your Price: $11.20

The Pocket Stoic
John Sellars

“Expertly and vividly Sellars presents lessons in
Stoicism that are strikingly relevant to modern
life. From the great Roman Stoic authors, he
distills teaching on managing emotions, dealing
with adversity, facing death, and making the
best use of every hour and situation. This is a
book that excellently shows why Stoicism is the
philosophy for our time. I recommend it with
enthusiasm.”—A. A. Long, author of Epictetus:
How to be Free
2020 64 p. 41/2 x 6
123 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-68296-9 $12.00 Your Price: $8.40

Localism and the Ancient
Greek City-State

John Sellars

“Not only an excellent introduction to the
history of Epicurean philosophy, but also a
helpful guide to facing the manifold anxieties of
modern life.”—Idler, on the UK edition
2022 64 p. 41/2 x 6
125 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-79864-6 $12.50 Your Price: $8.75

Homer

The Very Idea
James I. Porter

“Homer: The Very Idea is an extraordinary
quest in search not of the elusive Homer but of
Homer’s elusivity. Porter takes up Homer as a
phenomenon repeatedly produced over millennia, in different times and places, as the gauzy
point of origin for cultural value that refuses
to vanish. By critically engaging the idea of
Homer, he delves deep into the very logic of the
tradition’s value. An inimitable tour de force of
transhistorical spectrology.”—Brooke Holmes,
author of Gender: Antiquity and Its Legacy
2021 280 p. 6 x 9 14 halftones
126 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-67589-3 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

The Making of a King

Antigonus Gonatas of Macedon and the Greeks
Robin Waterfield

2021 296 p. 6 x 9 16 halftones, 8 maps
127 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-61137-2 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Hans Beck

2020 304 p. 6 x 9 17 halftones, 2 line drawings
124 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-71148-5 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

To sign up for email notification of new
releases by subject, visit bit.ly/UCPnotify
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Gladius

Egyptomania

Guy de la Bédoyère

Ronald H. Fritze

“In his encyclopedic Gladius, Guy de la Bédoyère
collects pretty much every fact known about
what it was like to be in the military arm of the
Roman Empire.”—New York Times Book Review

“Here, historian Fritze examines ‘Egyptomania’
in detail and through time. As Herodotus and
other classical scholars extolled Giza’s pyramids
and the great lighthouse at Alexandria, Egyptian
cults and esoteric tracts seeped into Greece and
Rome—to later fascinate and befuddle medieval and Renaissance scholars. The cracking
of hieroglyphs, discovery of Tutankhamun’s
tomb, and ‘mummymania’ from the nineteenth
century onwards ensured that the craze persists
almost unabated today.”—Nature

The World of the Roman Soldier

“[Gladius] studies daily life in military services
far beyond the aspects of soldiering typically
treated in history books. . . . de la Bédoyère’s
informative and readable book offers real immediacy to readers.”—Clifford Ando, University
of Chicago
2020 352 p. 6 x 9 16 halftones, 4 tables
128 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-75023-1 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Now in Paperback

A History of Fascination, Obsession and Fantasy

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 448 p. 61/4 x 91/4 50 halftones
131 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78914-348-5 $20.00 Your Price: $14.00

Laughing Shall I Die

Available for Preorder

Tom Shippey

Excavating the Archive

Lives and Deaths of the Great Vikings
“Shippey’s magnum opus provides not only an
exhilarating, mind-expanding appraisal and
retelling of Viking history but also an invitation
to discover the cold-iron poetry and prose of the
medieval North.”—Washington Post
“[Shippey] shows us that both literary and
archaeological evidence can help to bring us
closer to the Old Norse mindset, providing fascinating proof of the Vikings’ own intellectual
examination of their place in the world.”
—Wall Street Journal

Tutankhamun

The Griffith Institute

This book presents a vivid firsthand account of
the 1922 discovery of king Tutankhamun’s tomb,
including the spectacular variety of the king’s
burial goods and the remarkable work that went
into documenting and conserving them.
Tutankhamun includes a selection of fifty key
items that provide an accessible and authoritative overview of the archive and give unprecedented insight into one of the world’s most
famous archaeological discoveries.

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 368 p. 6 x 9 5 halftones
129 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78914-217-4 $18.00 Your Price: $12.60

Distributed for Bodleian Library Publishing
2022 144 p. 91/4 x 101/4 101 color plates
132 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-85124-585-7 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

The Aztecs

The Indus

Frances F. Berdan

Andrew Robinson

Lost Civilizations
Lost Civilizations
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 208 p. 51/2 x 81/2 40 color plates, 20 halftones
130 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-360-7 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50

Lost Civilizations
Lost Civilizations
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 208 p. 51/2 x 81/2 78 halftones
133 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78914-385-0 $15.00 Your Price: $10.50
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The Nutmeg’s Curse
Parables for a Planet in Crisis
Amitav Ghosh

“With literary precision, [Ghosh] delves into
the history and culture of conquest, drawing a
direct line from actions committed hundreds of
years ago to the planet’s current predicament.
A singular achievement and a title of its time,
The Nutmeg’s Curse reminds us why the land is
crying.”—Booklist
“A beautiful, harrowing historical essay about
mass-mobilizing empathy as the way to undermine the centuries-old drive toward targeted extermination of entire peoples and communities
out of greed for ever-more natural resources.
Ghosh has produced a work that reaches your
brain and your heart with unforgettable analytic
and moral clarity.”—Bloomberg
2021 336 p. 6 x 9 6 halftones
134 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81545-9 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50

Gum Arabic

The Golden Tears of the Acacia Tree

The Climate of History in a
Planetary Age
Dipesh Chakrabarty

“One of the first thinkers to reckon with the
concept of the Anthropocene and its relation to
humanism and its critics, Chakrabarty forges
new territory in his account of the planetary.
If globalism was an era of human and market
interconnection, the planetary marks the intrusion of geological forces, transforming both the
concept of ‘the human’ and its accompanying
sense of agency. This is a tour de force of critical
thinking that will prove to be a game changer
for the humanities.”—Claire Colebrook, Pennsylvania State University
2021 296 p. 6 x 9 2 halftones
137 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-73286-2 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50

The Worst Military Leaders in
History
Edited by John M. Jennings and
Chuck Steele

Gum arabic has played an ever-growing role in
the global economy since the time of the Crusades and is now a common ingredient in foods,
sodas, and paints. In her search for the fascinating history and shifting meanings assigned to
this substance, Dorrit van Dalen reveals that
Western civilization would not be the same without these golden tears.

“In fifteen thought-provoking essays, each written by a professional military historian, readers
are introduced to the military leaders who
exemplify the opposite: across five categories—
criminals, frauds, the clueless, politicians, and
bunglers—this book explores the worst leaders
in military history. These leadership examples
provide us with a better understanding of the
challenges of military leadership in difficult
times.”—Steve R. Waddell, West Point

Distributed for Leiden University Press
2020 206 p. 51/4 x 81/4 20 color plates
135 Paper ISBN: 978-90-8728-336-0 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 336 p. 61/4 x 91/4 16 halftones
138 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-583-0 $24.00 Your Price: $16.80

Feminisms

Shoddy

Lucy Delap

Hanna Rose Shell

Dorrit Van Dalen

A Global History

2020 256 p. 6 x 9 20 halftones
136 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-75409-3 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

From Devil’s Dust to the Renaissance of Rags
2020 272 p. 6 x 8 4 color plates, 65 halftones
139 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-37775-9 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50
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Biotic Borders

Transpacific Plant and Insect Migration and
the Rise of Anti-Asian Racism in America,
1890–1950
Jeannie N. Shinozuka

“This provocative study reveals the connections
between humans and other life forms, science
and society, and discourse and materiality.
During the noonday of US imperialism in the
Pacific, xenophobia and nativism informed and
were informed by debates in science over biodiversity and native and invasive species and by
calls for legal, environmental, and public health
protections from foreign pests and pathogens,
including humans, trees, and beetles. ‘Invasion biology’ and white and Christian nationalisms are in dialogue, as this remarkable book
shows.”—Gary Y. Okihiro, author of Third World
Studies: Theorizing Liberation
2022 304 p. 6 x 9 17 halftones
140 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81733-0 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Tibet

A History Between Dream and Nation-State
Paul Christiaan Klieger

“With the epic sweep of a historical saga, Tibet
chronicles centuries of invasions, geopolitical
intrigues, assassinations, triumphs, and defeats.
. . . Engrossing, detailed, and enhanced by
beautiful thangka paintings, photographs, and
antique maps, [this book] reveals the glories and
trials of a beleaguered yet enduring land.”
—Foreword
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 324 p. 61/4 x 91/4 58 color plates, 42 halftones
141 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-402-4 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

Knowing Manchuria

Environments, the Senses, and Natural
Knowledge on an Asian Borderland
Ruth Rogaski

“Writing with flair and felicity, Rogaski takes
us on a breathtaking journey through the vast
expanse of Manchuria, from the snow-dusted
top of Golmin šanggiyan alin to the ‘barren’ land
that became a bountiful ‘granary.’ . . . Readers
will be rewarded with a fresh look at the history of this important region and the broader
question of how we are changed through our encounters with and attempts to make sense of the
‘natural’ world.”—Victor Seow, author of Carbon
Technocracy: Energy Regimes in Modern East Asia
2022 440 p. 6 x 9 12 color plates, 21 halftones
143 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-80965-6 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

Waves Across the South

A New History of Revolution and Empire
Sujit Sivasundaram

“Sivasundaram guides the reader smoothly
through the expanses of the oceanic south. . . .
The great achievement of Waves Across the South
is that its shift of perspective lets us reconsider
the meaning of revolution in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries.”
—Wall Street Journal
“Fascinating. . . . Waves Across the South is an
ambitious attempt to tell world history from the
viewpoint of the south. . . . Sivasundaram brings
to life the ‘surge of indigenous politics’ that
marked this era.”—Financial Times
2021 496 p. 6 x 9 58 halftones, 7 line drawings
144 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-79041-1 $20.00 Your Price: $14.00

Red Creative

Culture and Modernity in China

A History of Modern
Singapore, 1819–2005

Justin O’Connor and Xin Gu

Constance Turnbull

Distributed for Intellect Ltd
2020 320 p. 63/4 x 91/4
142 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78938-230-3 $32.50 Your Price: $22.75

Distributed for National University of Singapore Press
2020 824 p. 5 x 73/4 63 halftones
145 Paper ISBN: 978-981-325-116-8 $20.00 Your Price: $14.00

World History 25

A Violent Peace

Media, Truth, and Power at the League of
Nations
Carolyn N. Biltoft

“With bold originality and a keen eye for the
telling detail, Biltoft recasts the history of the
League of Nations, dedicated to elevating the
word over the sword, as a quest for symbolic
capital in the chaotic interwar world. Focusing on questions of language, money, and the
control of information flows, she shows how
the challenges faced by the League continue
to bedevil us today.”—Martin Jay, University of
California, Berkeley
2021 216 p. 6 x 9
146 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-76642-3 $35.00
Your Price: $24.50

Available for Preorder

Afghan Napoleon

The Life of Ahmad Shah Massoud
Sandy Gall

“This is a remarkable book, both a coruscating
memoir by Gall and a revealing insight into a
guerrilla leader—one whose reputation ranks
with the icons of revolutionary insurgency and
whose thinking is here revealed in his own
words.”—Hew Strachan
“This book is essential reading for those who
want an insider’s understanding of the Afghan
civil war.”—Literary Review

Law and the Economy in a
Young Democracy
India 1947 and Beyond

Tirthankar Roy and Anand V. Swamy

“Many works have studied the impact imperial
institutions had on the economies and legal
systems of ex-colonies. . . . Rarely, though, do
we get to see how these relationships survived
the political change at independence, nor how
they persist in postindependence politics. With
this book we do, and the connections all become
clear in vivid detail. Roy and Swamy manage to
do all that, yet they never lose sight of the big
picture—a real achievement.”
—Philip T. Hoffman, California Institute of
Technology
Markets and Governments in Economic History
2022 272 p. 6 x 9 4 line drawings, 14 tables
149 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-79900-1 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

Now in Paperback

Afghanistan

A History from 1260 to the Present, Expanded
and Updated Edition
Jonathan L. Lee

“A comprehensive history of a storied nation held
together by an alliance of tribal and political
groups that threatens to dissolve at any moment.
. . . Anyone seeking to understand a complex,
even bewildering part of the world will benefit
from Lee’s careful account.”—Kirkus

Distributed for Haus Publishing
2022 380 p. 5 x 8 32 halftones
147 Paper ISBN: 978-1-913368-64-7 $22.95 Your Price: $16.06

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 784 p. 61/4 x 91/4 138 halftones
150 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78914-588-5 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

A History of the Silk Road

Contested Lands

Jonathan Clements
Distributed for Haus Publishing
2017 220 p. 5 x 8 1 map
148 Paper ISBN: 978-1-909961-37-1 $16.95 Your Price: $11.86

A History of the Middle East since the First
World War
T. G. Fraser
Distributed for Haus Publishing
2021 288 p. 51/2 x 81/2 8 halftones, 2 maps
151 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-913368-24-1 $29.95 Your Price: $20.96

26 Cartography

A History of the Second World
War in 100 Maps
Jeremy Black

Drawing on 100 key maps from the unparalleled collections of the British Library and other
sources, this book provides a captivating overview of World War II from the air, sea, and sky.
“A spectacular reference source. . . . This
scrupulous survey of early-1940s to mid-1950s
cartography offers a full study of the war
through posters and photos of communication
lines, waterways, and troop movements, with
text from government and media sources.”
—Booklist
2020 256 p. 81/2 x 11 150 color plates
152 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-75524-3 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Encounters in the New World
Jesuit Cartography of the Americas
Mirela Altic

“This book is the most complete study ever produced about Jesuit cartography in the Americas
and certainly will be an important reference
on the subject. . . . Very well written and clear,
Encounters in the New World will find a large audience of specialists, nonspecialists, and students
interested in the history of cartography, the history of science, Jesuits, and colonial America.”
—Júnia Ferreira Furtado, Universidade Federal
de Minas Gerais, Brazil
2022 504 p. 7 x 10 48 color plates, 121 halftones
153 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-79105-0 $75.00 Your Price: $52.50

The History of Cartography,
Volume 4

Cartography in the European Enlightenment
Edited by Matthew H. Edney and
Mary Sponberg Pedley

The History of Cartography
2020 1920 p. 81/2 x 11 962 color plates, 4 line drawings, 6 tables
154 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-18475-3 $500.00
Your Price: $350.00

Time in Maps

From the Age of Discovery to Our Digital Era
Edited by Kären Wigen and
Caroline Winterer

“Time in Maps is a fascinating look at some of
the many ways in which humans have tried to
depict the passage of time in cartographic form.
The handsome hardback is illustrated throughout with color images of historical maps. . . .
For those fascinated by the history and modern
implications of map-making, it’s rewarding
reading.”—Fortean Times
2020 272 p. 81/4 x 10 25 color plates, 80 maps
155 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-71859-0 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

The Eternal City

A History of Rome in Maps
Jessica Maier

“The Eternal City: A History of Rome in Maps is a
luxurious volume, elegantly and enthusiastically
written, and richly illustrated with 140 wellcurated color images of artwork, including maps
of Rome across the ages. . . . [Maier] contextualizes the maps within their historical, sociocultural, religious, and political backdrops. . . .
Her volume invites the reader on an imaginary
journey through the complex topographical,
monumental, and historical layers of the Eternal
City.”—The Portolan
2020 240 p. 81/2 x 11 140 color plates
156 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-59145-2 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

Why North Is Up

Map Conventions and Where They Came From
Mick Ashworth
Distributed for Bodleian Library Publishing
2019 224 p. 7 x 9 108 color plates
157 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-85124-519-2 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

This catalog is available online at
bit.ly/UCPHIS
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How the Clinic Made Gender

Strata

Sandra Eder

Edited by the Oxford University Museum
of Natural History

The Medical History of a Transformative Idea
“A stunningly original book. Eder shows that
the concept of gender was originally mobilized
not in the feminist debates of the 1970s and
’80s but decades earlier by social scientists and
clinicians in their engagement with intersex
children at the Johns Hopkins Hospital. For the
first time, we hear the stories of the children and
their parents through Eder’s extensive quotations from personal medical records.”
—Thomas W. Laqueur, author of Making Sex

William Smith’s Geological Maps
“As visually dazzling as a gem field. Bursting
with full-color maps, illustrations and photographs, it presents the work of William Smith
(1769-1839), who created the first geological map
of England at a time when most people still believed the planet was just a few thousand years
old. . . . If you know a geology nerd—or anyone
interested in British history or fine books—Strata
will make a spectacular gift.”—Washington Post

2022 336 p. 6 x 9 5 halftones
158 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81993-8 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

2020 256 p. 101/2 x 143/8 500 color plates
161 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-75488-8 $65.00 Your Price: $45.50

Now in Paperback

Duel Without End

Immunization

How Vaccines became Controversial
Stuart Blume

“Blume grapples with the hot-button topic of immunization programs and public resistance to
them in this persuasive, challenging chronicle
of how vaccines improved human health—and
the pharmaceutical industry’s bottom line. . . .
Blume’s crucial history illustrates that vaccines
have saved countless lives, but they must win
the confidence of those who don’t recognize
their universal benefit.”—Publishers Weekly
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 288 p. 5 x 73/4
159 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78914-504-5 $14.00 Your Price: $9.80

Catastrophic Thinking

Extinction and the Value of Diversity from
Darwin to the Anthropocene
David Sepkoski

science.culture
2020 360 p. 6 x 9 15 halftones
160 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-34861-2 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Mankind’s Battle with Microbes
Stig S. Frøland

“An excellent book on the large pandemics
through history. . . . Demonstrates in a brilliant
way how modern biomedical research has contributed to the battle against microbes.”
—Nils Chr. Stenseth, University of Oslo
“Frøland takes us on a fascinating journey
through hundreds of thousands of years, from
the dawn of humanity to the exploration of
space. . . . It is difficult to put it down.”—Dagen,
on the Norwegian edition
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 640 p. 61/4 x 91/4 59 color plates, 89 halftones
162 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-505-2 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Cataclysms

An Environmental History of Humanity
Laurent Testot

2020 480 p. 6 x 9 1 halftone, 1 table
163 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-60912-6 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50
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Uncountable

Inventing the Alphabet

David Nirenberg and Ricardo L. Nirenberg

Johanna Drucker

“The Nirenbergs combine their strength as a
professional medievalist and a mathematician,
respectively, to take the reader on a guided, remarkably enthralling tour through the universe
and universals of formalization. Beautifully and
engagingly written, this book will greatly appeal
to a wide, interested reading public and change
the critical terms of debate regarding mathematical versus other forms of reasoning.”
—Hent de Vries, New York University

“With Inventing the Alphabet, Drucker—scholar,
interpreter, and designer of printed words and
letters—sheds light on that which has brought
humankind out of darkness.”—Steven Heller,
author, design critic, and cochair of the SVA
MFA Design Department

A Philosophical History of Number and
Humanity from Antiquity to the Present

2021 432 p. 6 x 9 1 halftone
164 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-64698-5 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

Now in Paperback

A History of Writing
Steven Roger Fischer

From the earliest scratches on stone and bone to
the languages of computers and the internet, A
History of Writing offers an investigation into the
origin and development of writing throughout
the world. Illustrated with numerous examples,
this book is a useful reference for students and
specialists as well as a delightful read for lovers
of the written word everywhere.
“[An] authoritative account. . . . If you’re
intrigued by writing’s past, Fischer’s book is well
worth a read. . . . Brilliant.”—New Scientist, on
the first edition
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 368 p. 5 x 73/4 150 halftones
165 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78914-349-2 $14.00 Your Price: $9.80

Permanent Crisis

The Humanities in a Disenchanted Age
Paul Reitter and Chad Wellmon

Studies in the History of the University
2021 320 p. 6 x 9
166 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-73806-2 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

The Origins of Letters from Antiquity to the
Present

Inventing the Alphabet provides the first account of 2.5 millennia of scholarship on the
alphabet. Drawing on decades of research,
Johanna Drucker dispels myths and identifies
a pantheon of little-known scholars who contributed to our modern understandings of the
alphabet.
2022 384 p. 7 x 10 100 halftones
167 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81581-7 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

John Venn
A Life in Logic

Lukas M. Verburgt

“You’ll never see a Venn diagram in the same
way. This fine biography brings a complex and
sometimes intellectually tortured polymath
vividly to life for the first time, shedding new
light on religion, science, and philosophy in the
Victorian era.”—James A. Secord, author of
Visions of Science
2022 448 p. 6 x 9 26 halftones, 1 line drawings
168 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81551-0 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50

Power and Time

Temporalities in Conflict and the Making of
History
Edited by Dan Edelstein,
Stefanos Geroulanos, and
Natasha Wheatley

2020 464 p. 6 x 9 17 halftones
169 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-48162-3 $45.00 Your Price: $31.50
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From Lived Experience to the
Written Word

Reconstructing Practical Knowledge in the Early
Modern World
Pamela H. Smith

“This is a brilliant, groundbreaking, and timely
book. Through a particularly novel and exciting
approach, Smith offers the first book-length
study on the way early modern practitioners
wrote about their skills. It is a must read for the
growing community of scholars interested in
material culture and in the ways how bodies,
minds, things, and materials interact with each
other.”—Christine Göttler, author of Last Things
2022 352 p. 83/4 x 91/2 75 color plates, 41 halftones
170 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81824-5 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Allies and Rivals

German-American Exchange and the Rise of the
Modern Research University
Emily J. Levine

“In her meticulously researched, sweeping tale
of the modern research university, Levine shows
how American higher education was inspired by
the University of Berlin. . . . Allies and Rivals illuminates the historical roots of a problem central
to higher education: while many teachers strive
to introduce progressive ideas and ideals, the
research university itself is a conservative
institution, wedded to stability at the expense of
radical innovation.”—Los Angeles Review of Books
2021 384 p. 6 x 9 12 halftones
173 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-34181-1 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Terms of Exchange

An Inky Business

Ian Merkel

Matthew J. Shaw

“A rich examination of the intriguing crossings
between Brazilian and French social sciences
from the 1930s to the 1950s, Terms of Exchange
offers the first history of the interactions among
such characters as Roger Bastide, Claude LéviStrauss, Arthur Ramos, Caio Prado Jr., Florestan
Fernandes, Paul Rivet, Gilberto Freyre, and
Fernand Braudel.”—Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo,
University of Chicago

“A vivid and incisive account of the origins
of newspapers and their extraordinary role in
the transformation of society over two hundred
years. With the very concept of news under
threat, this book could not be more timely.”
—Paul Lay, editor of History Today

Brazilian Intellectuals and the French Social
Sciences

The Life of Ideas
2022 272 p. 6 x 9 9 halftones
171 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81979-2 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Deconstruction

An American Institution
Gregory Jones-Katz

2021 320 p. 6 x 9 20 halftones
172 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-53605-7 $32.50 Your Price: $22.75

A History of Newspapers from the English Civil
Wars to the American Civil War
An Inky Business is a history of newspapers in
Britain, continental Europe, and America from
the British Civil Wars to the Battle of Gettysburg.

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 224 p. 51/2 x 81/2 20 halftones
174 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-386-7 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

African American Political
Thought
A Collected History

Edited by Melvin L. Rogers and Jack Turner
2021 808 p. 7 x 10
175 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-72591-8 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50
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The Beat Cop

Tear Down the Walls

Michael O’Malley

Patrick Burke

“Five million Irish people came to the US in the
century following 1820. Without the efforts of
police chief Francis O’Neill, much of their musical heritage might have vanished. As Chicago’s
‘beat cop’—in O’Malley’s wonderfully felicitous
phrase—Chief O’Neill uncovered, traced, and
classified Irish folk music in America, preserving but also inventing a unique tradition. Vivid,
eloquent, and highly engaging, The Beat Cop
sparkles with insights about immigration, community, and popular culture.”—Kevin Kenny,
author of The American Irish: A History

From the earliest days of rock and roll, white
artists regularly achieved fame, wealth, and
success that eluded the Black artists whose work
had preceded and inspired them. This dynamic
continued into the 1960s, even as the music and
its fans grew to be more engaged with political
issues regarding race. In Tear Down the Walls,
Patrick Burke tells the story of white American
and British rock musicians’ engagement with
Black Power politics and African American
music during the volatile years of 1968 and 1969,
providing new insight into how popular music
both reflects and informs our ideas about race.

Chicago’s Chief O’Neill and the Creation of Irish
Music

2022 344 p. 6 x 9 35 halftones
176 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-81870-2 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Amplified

A Design History of the Electric Guitar
Paul Atkinson

“A truly compelling, fact-packed read all about
how guitars are made, look, sound, and play. . . .
Highly recommended for anyone who has a
guitar.”—KT Tunstall
“There are plenty of books on electric guitars,
but very few consider them as industrial design
products. Yet models such as the Fender Stratocaster or Gibson’s Flying V have become part of
the visual language of contemporary culture,
bizarrely enduring designs that seem somehow
not to have dated.”—Financial Times
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 288 p. 71/4 x 93/4 100 color plates, 30 halftones
177 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-274-7 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

The Eighth

Mahler and the World in 1910
Stephen Johnson

2020 320 p. 51/2 x 81/2 1 line drawing
178 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-74082-9 $26.00 Your Price: $18.20

White Radicalism and Black Power in 1960s
Rock

2021 256 p. 6 x 9 18 halftones
179 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-76821-2 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Mozart and the Mediation of
Childhood
Adeline Mueller

“This book investigates how ‘Mozart,’ a mediated
figure in the public imagination, is a useful lens
through which to examine the changing ideas
about childhood, both in the Enlightenment and
into the nineteenth century. This is by far the
most extensive study on the topic. . . . Mueller
has done a wonderful job of laying out the stakes
of childhood in the late Enlightenment and
beyond.”—Mary Hunter, Bowdoin College
New Material Histories of Music
2021 288 p. 6 x 9 36 halftones, 9 line drawings
180 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-62966-7 $55.00 Your Price: $38.50

Beethoven

A Political Artist in Revolutionary Times
William Kinderman

2021 256 p. 6 x 9 4 color plates, 20 halftones, 26 line drawings
181 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-66905-2 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50
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Games People Played

Available for Preorder

Wray Vamplew

Kung Fu Cinema’s Journey to the West

A Global History of Sports

“Games People Played is the culmination of a life
spent working on the history of sports, and it
ranges far and wide. . . . Vamplew is as informative and comprehensive as one could want. . . .
An outstanding guide to [sport’s] role in history.”
—Wall Street Journal
“A finely woven overview. . . . Readers interested in the history of sports in global context
and the historical scholarship of sports will find
much to pore over.”—Booklist

Fighting without Fighting
Luke White

“A comprehensive and exhilarating journey
through the cultural history of ‘Kung Fu Fever,’
showing how the Asian martial arts have permeated everything from Blaxploitation cinema
and Hanna-Barbera cartoons to seventies disco
tunes and Marvel comic books. White’s electric
prose crackles with all the brio and rigor of a
classic kung fu throwdown.”—Gary Bettinson,
editor in chief of Asian Cinema

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 456 p. 61/4 x 91/4 98 halftones
182 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-457-4 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 336 p. 51/2 x 81/2 40 halftones
185 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-533-5 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

Tinker to Evers to Chance

American Presidents and
Oliver Stone

The Chicago Cubs and the Dawn of Modern
America
David Rapp

Kennedy, Nixon, and Bush between History and
Cinema

“Vividly details the lives of all three players,
weaving together how they converged in Chicago at the beginning of the twentieth century.
Along the way, Rapp tells the story of a changing
America that became suddenly and almost
inexplicably gripped with baseball fever.”
—Chicago Magazine

Carl Freedman

2021 340 p. 6 x 9 16 halftones
183 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-79024-4 $19.00 Your Price: $13.30

Distributed for Intellect Ltd
2020 220 p. 6 x 9
186 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78938-262-4 $25.00 Your Price: $17.50

Doping

A Sporting History
April Henning and Paul Dimeo
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 320 p. 51/2 x 81/2
184 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-527-4 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

To sign up for email notification of new
releases by subject, visit bit.ly/UCPnotify

“A powerful critical reflection on Stone’s
achievements as a filmmaker, and a deeply
insightful reflection on American politics of the
past sixty years. . . . An impressive and indeed
essential book.”—Steven Shaviro, Wayne State
University

Available for Preorder

Rock ’n’ Roll Plays Itself
A Screen History
John Scanlan
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 256 p. 51/2 x 81/2 74 halftones
187 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-572-4 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75
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Paths of Fire

Pan

Andrew Nahum

Paul Robichaud

“This is a brilliant book about guns which
isn’t about guns. Instead, it’s about progress,
intellectual and industrial, seen from a wholly
original and convincing new perspective. Full
of surprises, unexpected connections, and
portraits of remarkable figures from our recent
history, I can recommend it without reservation.”—Andrew Marr

From classical myth to modern literature, film,
and music, the god Pan has long fascinated and
terrified the western imagination. Part-goat,
part-man, Pan bridges the divide between the
human and animal worlds. In exquisite prose,
Paul Robichaud explores how Pan has been
imagined through the centuries.

The Gun and the World It Made

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 248 p. 63/4 x 83/4 70 halftones
188 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-397-3 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Eaters of the Dead

Myths and Realities of Cannibal Monsters
Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr.

Spanning myth, history, and contemporary culture, this book is a terrifying and illuminating
excavation of the meaning of cannibalism.

The Great God’s Modern Return

“A fascinating account of a strange god with
meme-like reach across the ages, and a study
in the temporal shapeshifting of mythology
itself.”—Spectator
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 336 p. 51/2 x 81/2 15 color plates, 20 halftones
191 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-476-5 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

Strange Bright Blooms
A History of Cut Flowers
Randy Malamud

Miracles of Our Own Making

“Malamud’s new book explores our endless
attraction to cut flowers as a ‘shortcut to beauty’
but also as a medium in which to explore all
manner of concerns around love and war,
class and race, life and death. Who would have
thought that Marie Osmond’s paper roses, Jeff
Koons’s tulips, Mae Reeves’s hats, T. S. Eliot’s
sleeping dahlias, and Banksy’s Flower Bomber
(among many, many other wonderful blooms)
would combine to make such a fabulous arrangement?”—Kasia Boddy, author of Blooming
Flowers

Liz Williams

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 324 p. 71/2 x 93/4 90 color plates, 20 halftones
192 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-401-7 $40.00 Your Price: $28.00

“Wetmore cuts to the bone with Eaters of
the Dead, and serves up a wonderfully creepy
insight into a shocking variety of cannibals,
human and otherwise. Creepy, brilliant, and
delicious!”—Jonathan Maberry, author of
Relentless and Ink
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 276 p. 61/4 x 81/4 43 halftones
189 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-444-4 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

Now in Paperback
A History of Paganism

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 352 p. 5 x 73/4
190 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78914-471-0 $14.00 Your Price: $9.80

Seeing into the Future
A Short History of Prediction
Martin van Creveld
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2020 288 p. 51/2 x 81/2
193 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-229-7 $24.00 Your Price: $16.80
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Hope and Fear

Modern Myths, Conspiracy Theories and Pseudo
History
Ronald H. Fritze

“In Hope and Fear, Fritze takes the reader on an
enlightening tour of the sort of minds that latch
on to what he calls ‘malign forms of junk knowledge.’ The book traces a common link among
fans of freaky fantasies, one that stretches from
the Nazi cult of the supernatural, through alienabduction conspiracists, and up to the COVID
deniers and QAnon embracers of our own
mottled age.”—Independent
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 280 p. 61/4 x 91/4
194 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-539-7 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Decay and Afterlife

Form, Time, and the Textuality of Ruins,
1100 to 1900
Aleksandra Prica

“Decay and Afterlife is a brilliant study that offers a veritable contribution to the library on
ruins, ruination, debris, and decay. Through a
series of deep readings on ruins-related texts
from several European literary traditions, Prica
makes a case that ruins manifest a textuality
that productively troubles chronologies, histories, and meaning making. Ruins, we learn, are
double-edged: they both invite and undo efforts
to make sense of them.”—Helmut Puff, University of Michigan
2022 304 p. 6 x 9 8 halftones
195 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-81159-8 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Merpeople

A Human History
Vaughn Scribner
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2020 320 p. 61/4 x 81/4 100 color plates, 17 halftones
196 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-314-0 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Opium’s Orphans

The 200-Year History of the War on Drugs
P. E. Caquet

“Opium’s Orphans is that rare book which is thoroughly researched, well written, and engaging.
It asks important questions of the global drug
control regime by tracing its history from early
Chinese prohibitions of opium to the present
day. The final chapter shows how the regime is
challenged by current developments, such as
the legalization of cannabis, pharmaceutical
industry-driven opioid epidemics, and extreme
violence within some drug markets. Overall, it is
a welcome contribution to the growing revisionist literature on the history of drug prohibition.”
—James Windle, University College Cork
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2022 440 p. 61/4 x 91/4
197 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-558-8 $35.00 Your Price: $24.50

Breathing

An Inspired History
Edgar Williams

Ranging over topics from ancient meditation
practices to modern ventilator technology, air
pollution, and the threat of respiratory viruses,
this book tells the fascinating story of breathing.
“An expansive piece of scholarship that
explores the wild and often weird history of our
most essential biological function.”
—James Nestor, author of Breath: The New Science
of a Lost Art
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 256 p. 51/2 x 91/4 70 halftones
198 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-362-1 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25

Broken Dreams

An Intimate History of the Midlife Crisis
Mark Jackson
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2021 336 p. 61/4 x 91/4 9 halftones
199 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78914-395-9 $27.50 Your Price: $19.25
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Supernatural America

The Subversive Simone Weil

Edited by Robert Cozzolino

Robert Zaretsky

“Cozzolino aims to offer new ways of seeing,
and new entry points for comprehending how
artists have given physical form to intangible
visitations or experiences (spanning the realms
of UFOs, séances, and spirits of Indigenous or
enslaved peoples). . . . Whether or not readers
believe in the supernatural, they’ll be impressed
by the erudition of these texts and the wide
range of beautifully presented artworks.”
—Library Journal

“After an introduction that contextualizes Weil’s
short, unusual life, Zaretsky dedicates chapters
to five essential columns that brace her philosophy: affliction, attention, resistance, rootedness,
and goodness.”—Los Angeles Review of Books

The Paranormal in American Art

2021 320 p. 91/4 x 11 200 color plates
200 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-78682-7 $50.00
Your Price: $35.00

Magazines and the American
Experience
Highlights from the Collection of Steven
Lomazow, M.D.
Steven Lomazow

“Lomazow’s expertise on the subject is inarguably magisterial. . . . The book is adorned
with dozens of stunning photographs, some
immediately recognizable as iconic and others
tantalizingly esoteric and rare. This is a remarkable history as well as a visually spectacular
showpiece. One needn’t be a magazine collector
to thoroughly enjoy this refreshingly original
overview of American history.”—Kirkus
Distributed for The Grolier Club
2022 325 p. 81/2 x 11 435 color plates
201 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-60583-091-9 $75.00 Your Price: $52.50

A Cultural History of the
Disneyland Theme Parks
Middle Class Kingdoms
Sabrina Mittermeier
Distributed for Intellect Ltd
2021 288 p. 63/4 x 95/8
202 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78938-327-0 $30.00 Your Price: $21.00

A Life in Five Ideas

“[Zaretsky] is an admirably fluent and humble
guide. . . . He grapples with Weil as she demands
to be grappled with, not as a purely abstract
thinker but as a singular voice demanding that
we think and act with integrity.”
—Times Literary Supplement
2021 200 p. 51/2 x 81/2
203 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-54933-0 $20.00
Your Price: $14.00

Victories Never Last

Reading and Caregiving in a Time of Plague
Robert Zaretsky

“It’s magical how much Zaretsky covers while
zigzagging swiftly and deftly through the
literature, history, and philosophy of plagues.
Interludes about his volunteer work in a nursing
home add a real-life, charming, absurdist atmosphere to the big ideas of thinkers like Marcus
Aurelius or Albert Camus. . . . His writing is a
model of scholarship at its finest.”
—Scott Samuelson, author of Seven Ways of
Looking at Pointless Suffering
2022 208 p. 51/2 x 81/2
204 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-80349-4 $22.50 Your Price: $15.75

Vulgar Genres

Gay Pornographic Writing and Contemporary
Fiction
Steven Ruszczycky

2022 224 p. 6 x 9 8 halftones
205 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-78875-3 $30.00
Your Price: $21.00
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